* The term “Model T” does not
appear in “The Last Bow,” which
refers only to “a little Ford.” But
great Sherlockian and automotive minds have declared for the
Model T. For example: “From the
Editor’s Commonplace Book,”
Baker Street Journal, v.33, p.122
( June 1983) (Peter Blau was the
editor of the BSJ), and William
Boddy, “Sherlock Holmes and
the Motor-Car,” Sherlock Holmes
Journal, v.12, p.10 (Spring 1975)
(Boddy was the editor of Motor
Sport magazine).
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The Inaugural — and Inviting — Baker Street Almanac

f all goes well, next year’s Baker Street Almanac will not be like the
Since we do not yet have the nifty material we are imagining and
scrap of paper you are holding now. It will be a plump book of
hoping for, we will fill the rest of this little 2018 Potemkin Baker Street
Sherlockian data — substantial, elaborate, fact-and-fun-filled. There
Almanac with a salute of a sort to “His Last Bow” (Arthur Conan Doyle’s
will be records of — and reflections on — 2018: lists and timelines and
1917 story of Sherlock Holmes and John Watson) and Trenches (the
tables and directories and maps and so on. And there will be sprinklings
Baker Street Irregulars’ 2018 story of “His Last Bow”).
of miscellaneous morsels — all Sherlockian, or nearly so. It will be our
Sherlock for Ford and Ford for Sherlock:
first big “annual capsule of a timeless past and future.” And it will be
Iconic Cross-Marketing in Wartime
available in two formats: electronic (for free online to all) and ink-onIn 1916, Henry Ford and Arthur Conan Doyle spoke out on opposite
paper (for a pittance to all who pay). For now, though, you will have to
sides of the question of American neutrality in World War I, as the
make do with this flimsy invitation. Two invitations, really.
editorials reproduced on page 2 of this edition of the Baker Street Almanac
First, please tell us what belongs in the Baker Street Almanac. We have
show. But disagreement did not deter Ford and Doyle from capitalizing
our own ideas, but we are sure there are more and better to be had. Try
on each other’s iconic creations. Ford went first, using Doyle’s icon —
this exercise: With the benefit of a century of hindsight, what do you wish
Sherlock Holmes — to appeal to Britons to buy Ford cars.
a hypothetical 1918 almanac had recorded about happenIn August 1916, the Sherlockian parody, “The Disappearings in the Sherlockian world in 1917? And what does that
ance of Alice Nosegay” — featuring detective Sheerluck
suggest to you about future Sherlockians: What do you
Jones — appeared in the U.K. edition of Ford Times, Ford
think a Sherlockian a century or two hence will wish had
Motor Company’s consumer-oriented magazine. (This was
been recorded (in, say, a handy almanac) about happenings
about a century before the brass at Ford got smart and hired
in the Sherlockian world of today? Please tell us, so that
Corporal Henry Wood to sharpen the cutting edge of their marketing
next year we can get started on granting that wish from the future, begincommunications.) In the story, a Ford car is an important prop in Sheerning with 2018, beginning, in other words, with right now.
luck Jones’s successful romancing of Alice Nosegay. The unspoken but
Second, please tell us if you are interested in being a part of this project
obvious message: Find a Ford, find true love. The original version of “The
— in collecting, organizing, or analyzing (or all of them at once) any
Disappearance of Alice Nosegay” is reproduced on page 3 of this edition
particular kinds of Sherlockian data that belong in a time capsule. Do not
of the Baker Street Almanac.
be shy about sharing unorthodox ideas. There should be plenty of room in
Doyle, in turn, used Ford’s icon — the Model T (pictured above) — to
the Almanac for all sorts of acute, original observations. Some subjects
appeal to Americans to support the war effort. The Sherlock Holmes
may well be more worthy of being placed upon record precisely because
story, “His Last Bow,” appeared in the September 22, 1917 issue of
of their strange inception or dramatic details. So, please do write to
Baker Street
Collier’s Magazine in the U.S. (and in the September issue of The
us at bakerstreetalmanac@gmail.com or 6600 Barnaby Street NW,
Almanac 2018
Strand in the U.K.). In the story, a Ford car is an important prop —
Washington, DC 20015. Yes, your ideas are welcome, and so are you.
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Holmes and Watson’s getaway car — in their successful mission against the German spymaster, Von
Bork. Reasonable minds might wonder: Why put the great British detective, heroically serving his
country, in an American car when there were acceptable British cars available? The Morgan, for
example, as John Benton suggests in the June 1989 Baker Street Journal. Or why not a Vauxhall, or an
Aston Martin? But consider Doyle’s commitment to encouraging the U.S. to enter the war against
Germany and its allies, a mission he had been working on since the early days of the war. And recall
that the U.S. had declared war on Germany in April 1917, just a few months before “His Last Bow”
appeared, and that U.S. commitment to the fight was still a work in progress. Declaration against
Germany’s allies, for example, would not come until December. Also, pro-neutrality sentiments
remained strong in the U.S., and Henry Ford had been a leading exponent. So, perhaps the unspoken
but obvious (at the time) message of the Model T* in “The Last Bow” was: Thank you very much Mr.
Ford, and all Americans, because with you on our side, we can beat the Germans (symbolized by a big
Benz limousine that nearly, but not quite, runs over Holmes and Watson’s little Ford).
Thanks to Peter Blau (BSI, “Black Peter”) for a good lead on the original Nosegay story, and to
Mark Vargas (The Revs Institute) for tracking it down and passing it along.
— Ross E. Davies

“America’s Neutrality as England Sees It,” Everybody’s Mag. (U.S.), Jan. 1916.
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“Editorial,” Ford Times (U.S.), Aug. 1916.

The Ford in “His Last Bow”:

“The Disappearance of Alice Nosegay,” Ford Times (U.K.), Aug. 1916.
Courtesy of The Revs Institute (revsinstitute.org), with special thanks to Mark Vargas, Director of the Library and Archives.
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“His Last Bow,” Collier’s Weekly (U.S.), Sept. 22, 1917.

